Started in 1976 by Tex Haines and Peter Prietto, Victoria Skimboards
(VS) is the most authentic and innovative skimboard company in the
world today. We have dominated the market for over 30 years, which
in today’s world of pop up companies and slick marketing is an amazing feat. Starting with the elongated wood board shapes of the late 60’s
and 70’s, VS progressively refined board shapes, introduced rocker,
introduced the first foam core boards in 1980, developed the first regular
use of the high tech polyvinyl foam, and refined the vacuum bagging
techniques used by the vast majority of the industry today.
Today we continue to “Reinvent” our product and processes to higher
levels of sophistication and performance. Our team of verifiably the best
riders in the world is one of the keys to our skimboard quality. What the
riders get in their boards, you get in your board. What I learned as a kid
at age 11 skimboarding on Victoria Beach in Laguna Beach, California
and everything to this very day is incorporated into your board. Your
board will have an extremely refined shape, balanced rocker, detailed
rails, and be absolutely the best board on the market for the best price.
Victoria Skimboards ....... “No-Ka-Oi” ....... Nothing Is Better. That is our
promise to you, from everyone at Victoria.

Tex Haines
President
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MATRIX
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Evolution of Flatland = the Matrix. Delivering
control, pop, and responsiveness in one package, the Matrix is the pioneer for all Flatland
progression. Built with three-stage rocker, you
can now mix up your line and style. Composite
construction allows for ollies and tricks in deep
water while Epoxy resin adds stiffness and
strength for rail riding. Complete with full traction, stick everything with the Matrix.

color options

The ultimate wood board for Flatland is better than before. An improved Birch core for
durability and pop. The Grinder’s sturdy Epoxy
bottom is built to slide rails with ease. Twin tip
allows for switch riding while the textured top
gives you better board grip. Introducing new
colors, the Grinder is ready for any level rider to
throw down on the rail!

GRINDER

WOMBAT
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The Wombat is back with a vengeance. With
a re-designed squash tail shape for 2009, the
Wombat uses Triple Threat Technology ™
merging the line between skimboard, bodyboard, and surfboard. A two inch thick deck
offers superior float on the wake or shorebreak
while the soft rails offer peace of mind. The
Wombat is ready to take you where you want
to go.

It all begins with the Woody. Perfect for the
beginning skimboarder, the Woody is a mix of
durability, strength, and stealth. A long cruise
down the shoreline or a glide across the river
bank, the wood core, Polyester resin, and fiberglass construction will not let you down. Begin
with the original wood board that helped create
the industry; use the Woody.

WOODY

FOAMIE

ULTRA
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additional color options available

The revolution continues as the most
approachable board for the skimboarder starting to ride waves returns with new designs.
Equipped with advanced materials at an entry
level price, the Foamie crushes the competition. Wider and sturdier for learning the basics,
the Foamie makes the transition from shoreline
trepidation to water domination a breeze.

VICTORIA WCS CHAMPION 08

With the basics mastered, it is time for progression. Enter the Ultra. The perfect board for the
intermediate rider, the Ultra gives a professional
shape allowing for quicker turns on heavier
waves. An affordable board that responds to
the rider while remaining stable and powerful
in all conditions. High end performance at an
affordable price, you have the Ultra.

{ BRANDON ROTHE SACRAMENTO FLATLAND CHAMPION 07

*

*availible in spring 2009

POLY
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The Poly holds up to the power and pressure of
any situation. Responsive, light, durable, and
strong, the Poly is an agile board with maximum control. Complete with ¾” divinycell core,
nose/tail taper, fiberglass construction, and a
high-gloss finish, the Poly will respond to the
challenge of slashing and stomping the most
aggressive waves. A team favorite, the Poly
finds and conquers.

The Plane Wrap EX is the ride that every break
has and every local knows. The glide, the
slash, the carve, the pocket; it’s the ride that
cameras fight over and girls talk about. Dynamic Rocker Technology ™ for control, Epoxy
resin for pop, textured finish for grip/weight
reduction, and 5/8” Divinycell foam core for turn
flex, the Plane Wrap EX is that ride.

PLANE
WRAP EX
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A lightweight 5/8” polyurethane foam core,
detailed rocker for perfect carving of the wake
face, and powerful edge-to-edge control for
dynamic pop from one turn to the next make
the Factor perfect for snapping airs or cranking
a bottom turn. Standard with a low profile Rainbow fin for extra drive and control and traction
top for grip and support.

FACTOR
PCX
bottom

The Factor PCX keeps the drive and feel oriented around having fun, but possesses power
and responsiveness to handle the progression
of wake skimboarding. A ¾” Divinycell foam
core, Vinylester resin, and Carbon fiberglass
provide stiffness, light weight, and attentively
responsive performance. Standard with a low
profile Rainbow fin for extra drive and control
and traction top for grip.

FACTOR
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BRANDON
ROTHE
PRO MODEL
From inside the inventive mind of the most
stylish skimboarder in the sport comes the
Brandon Rothe Pro Model. Constructed with
Vinylester resin and Carbon, the board is light
and responsive. The boxy rails and blunted
nose/tail make the board perfect for surfing
long liners and sticking high speed technical
maneuvers. Perform with personal style.

2008 UST champion, Bill Bryan rides the best.
A 1.75” nose rocker for carry, Polyester resin for
feel, Carbon fiberglass for punch, ¾” divinycell
foam core for snap, no gloss finish for weight
reduction, and detailed rails for edge-to-edge
acceleration, the Beaker Pro Model is now
the perfect extension of your body. With new
artwork for 2009, you are ready.

BILL BRYAN
PRO MODEL
MORGAN JUST
PRO MODEL

top
bottom

TEX HAINES
PRO MODEL

The air is thinner up here…The 2009 MJ Pro
Model delivers precision pop on the wave or in
the air. With a featherweight ¾” divinycell foam
core for weight reduction and strength, Carbon
fiberglass for stiffness/burst, 1.75” nose rocker
for drive, Polyester resin for snap, and precision
tapered rails for edge control, Morgan dominates the water and so can you.

bottom

Founder of Victoria Skimboards, Tex Haines
brings a classic fish shape with extra width
for carry back in 2009. With a shorten 5/8”
divinycell foam core, swallow tail for leverage in
turns, E-glass, Polyester resin, parallel rails for
carving any wave, and a textured deck for grip,
the TH Pro Model is speedy yet stable. The
legend has spoken.

top
top
bottom

top
bottom

Gray
Yellow
Lime Green
Green
Dark Blue
Cyan
Red

RAIL OPTIONS

C

D

Epoxy Resin: Frequently used with
Carbon fiber boards, Epoxy offers maximum ding resistants with a softer flex.
Vinylester Resin: Improved stiffness
and weight reduction.
Polyester Resin: Standard in VS
boards, the most affordable stiff resin on
the market.
Carbon Fiberglass: Extremely strong
and stiff. Top of the line.
S-Fiberglass: Structural fiberglass
which is 30% stronger than e-glass and
almost 15% stiffer.
E-Fiberglass: The most common
fiberglass on the market offering great
performance at an economic price.

Orange

Boxy: Steep wall rail
design used for speed
and snappy response.
Hybrid: The best of both
worlds, designed for
good speed and deep
carving
Tapered: Low profile
rails are designed for
maximum bite on the
most damanding waves

TAIL SHAPE OPTIONS

B

CLOTH AND RESIN OPTIONS

STOCK COLORS

POLY & ULTRA: STOCK ART OPTIONS

A

White

Standard: Stock on all boards, designed for control and greater surface
area on the water
Swallow: Old School inspired shaping,
prefered by legends like Tex Haines
Squash: Surf inspired tail design is
great for a looser style of wave riding
Pin: Very similar to the shape of the
nose of a board, used for a deep gouging style of riding

For additional options visit www.victoriaskimboards.com/boards/options

sweatshirts:
80/20 polyester,
heavy weight,
size s - xxl
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CAUTION TEE
mustard

sweatshirts:
80/20 polyester,
heavy weight,
size s - xxl
LIMITED
EDITION

charcoal

black

kelly green

APPAREL PROMOS

black

black

CROSSHATCH PULLOVER

red

TRUCKER

Flat visor, 5
panel cap with
buckram front
lining, Matching
plastic adjustable strap, one
size fits all.

t-shirts:
densely knit,
preshrunk
100%
cotton jersey,
sizes s - xxl

CAMO ZIP-UP

black

t-shirts:
densely knit,
preshrunk
100%
cotton jersey,
sizes s - xxl

GOOCH TEE

BRIMMED
BEANIE

Acrylic rib knit,
with a durable
plastic brim
insert. One Size
Fits All

olive

Stay tuned on
victoriaskimboards.com
for limited edition shirts
and other apparel items
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black

Designed for air travel.
Includes two inner pockets
& inner board straps,
additional wall padding, reenforced zippers, contact
information holder; reenforced shoulder strap &
handle. Great for multiple
boards.
Size: M
(fits xxs - m boards)
Size: XL
(fits ml – xxl boards)

assorted

DAYZ VOLUME #1

white

Designed for air travel.
Includes a re-enforced
shoulder strap with quick
release options, padded
walls, and a durable
nylon/polyester exterior.
Size: M
(fits xxs - m boards)
Size: XL
(fits ml – xxl boards)

COFFIN BAG

Super stretch terry
cloth, equipped
with a draw string
closure and cordora
nose piece.
size: S
(fits xxs – s boards)
size: M
(fits m – ml boards)
size: L
(fits l – xxl boards)

vector
white/black

BOARD SOCK

corvo
black/white

A continuing
chronical of
the daily life
of Victoria
Skimboards
and its
people.

black

yellow

TRAVEL BAG

Lightweight, 20” in
length for coverage,
and extra grip for
shuv-its and airs.

HELIX

TRACTION

Feather light grip,
three piece design
for comfort and coverage, built in arch
for support, and a
low to mid profile
kick to lock in your
foot for more control
and thrust.

gray

red

Rated on a scale of stiff (-) to flexible (+)
and takes into account the board core,
resin, and fiberglass used in construction.
Rated on a scale of feather weight (-) to
wind resistant (+).

Woody and Foamie

Factor, Wombat, Grinder and Ultra

Plane Wrap EX, THPM, Matrix, and Poly
Rated on a scale of cruising (-) to snap (+)
and takes into account the shape of the
board and the rail profile.

Plane Wrap EX Carbon, BBPM, BRPM,
Factor PCX, Poly Carbon, and MJPM

ULTRA

FOAMIE

WOMBAT

WOODY

MATRIX

GRINDER

Size
S
MS
M
L

MORGAN JUST
PRO MODEL

Size
S
M
L

Size
S
MS
M
L

BRANDON ROTHE
PRO MODEL

TEX HAINES
PRO MODEL

Size
S
MS
M
L

Suggested Weight
100 - 150 lbs
130 - 180 lbs
160 - 210 lbs

Suggested Weight
100 - 150 lbs
120 - 170 lbs
130 - 180 lbs
160 - 210 lbs

Suggested Weight
100 - 150 lbs
120 - 170 lbs
130 - 180 lbs
160 - 210 lbs

Suggested Weight
100 - 150 lbs
120 - 170 lbs
130 - 180 lbs
160 - 210 lbs

Suggested Weight
80 - 120 lbs
100 - 160 lbs
140 - 200 lbs

Suggested Weight
80 - 130 lbs
100 - 160 lbs
120 - 170 lbs
130 - 180 lbs
140- 190 lbs
150 - 210 lbs
170 - 220 lbs
180 - 230 lbs

Size
XS
S
MS
M
ML
L
XL
XXL

Size
S
M
L

Suggested Weight
80 - 120 lbs
110 - 160 lbs
150 - 200 lbs

Suggested Weight
75 - 120 lbs
110 - 150 lbs
140 - 190 lbs

Size
S
M
L

Size
S
M
L

Suggested Weight
100 - 160 lbs
150 - 200 lbs

Suggested Weight
30 - 85 lbs
65 - 110 lbs
110 - 140 lbs
120- 190 lbs
150 - 200 lbs
180 - 220 lbs

Size
XS
S
M
ML
L
XL

Size
M
L

Suggested Weight
50 - 110 lbs
90 - 160 lbs
140 - 210 lbs

Suggested Weight
90 - 160 lbs
140 - 210 lbs

Size
S
M
L

Size
M
L

BILL BRYAN
PRO MODEL

FACTOR
&
FACTOR PCX

PLANE WRAP EX
&
POLY

SIZE CHARTS

Dimensions
50.0” x 20.7”
51.2” x 21.2”
53.2” x 22.1”

Dimensions
51.5” x 19.5”
52.2” x 19.7”
52.7” x 20.0”
55.2” x 21.0”

Dimensions
51.5” x 19.7”
52.2” x 20.0”
52.7” x 20.2”
55.2” x 21.2”

Dimensions
51.5” x 19.5”
52.2” x 19.7”
52.7” x 20.0”
55.2” x 21.0”

Dimensions
51.2” x 19.4”
53.4” x 20.2”
55.7” x 21.2”

Dimensions
50.5” x 19.0”
51.5” x 19.5”
52.2” x 19.7”
52.7” x 20.0”
54.0” x 20.5”
55.2” x 21.0”
56.7” x 21.5”
57.3” x 22.5”

Dimensions
51.2” x 19.4”
53.4” x 20.2”
55.7” x 21.2”

Dimensions
46.0” x 18.0”
48.0” x 20.0”
49.5” x 21.0”

Dimensions
49.0” x 21.0”
52.5” x 22.2”

Dimensions
35.7” x 15.7”
37.5” x 16.5”
41.0” x 18.0”
43.1” x 19.0”
45.5” x 20.0”
48.5” x 21.3”

Dimensions
41.0” x 17.6”
44.0” x 18.7”
47.0” x 20.4”

Dimensions
44.0” x 20.0”
47.0” x 21.4”
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